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Lecture 5

Feedback interconnections and passivity

Sufficient conditions for stability of the interconnection?
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Nonlinear analogs

H(s) = cT (sI �A)�1b
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History: Lure systems

(Assume SISO and minimal realization for simplicity)
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Sector nonlinearity and absolute stability

�(t, x0)
!(x0)
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Absolute stability: stability of Lure feedback loop for arbitray 
nonlinear gain in the sector  [k1, k2]
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A necessary condition (and Aizerman conjecture)

A necessary condition for absolute stability is that the feedback 
system is stable for every constant gain

(For a stable system H(s), this means that the Nyquist curve of 
H(s) does not intersect the interval 
 

in the complex plane.

Aizerman conjectured that this condition is also sufficient (1949).
Several counterexamples were constructed in the following 
years (1952-1953). 
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A sufficient condition 

A sufficient condition for absolute stability in the sector 

is that there exists a matrix                         such that  

(0,+1)

P = PT � 0

Proof: Lyapunov analysis with the quadratic Lyapunov function

Time derivative is 
V (x) = x

T
Px

V̇ = x

T (PA+A

T
P )x� c

T
x x

T
Pb  (cTx)

PA+ATP � 0

PB = CT

PA+ATP � 0

PB = CT
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Kalman-Yakubovich-Popov Lemma

                                                       The state-space conditions  

are equivalent (for a minimal realization) to the frequency-
domain condition that                                             is positive 
real:

H(s) = CT (sI �A)�1B
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Positive realness is a phase condition:

                                                       

Gap between the necessary condition:
the Nyquist plot does not intersect the negative real axis
and the sufficient condition: 
the Nyquist plot is entirely in the right half plane
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Circuit theory: positive realness is a passivity condition.

A passive network can only absorb energy.
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Absolute stability in the sector (0,+1)

Positive realness: a frequency-domain (phase) condition with 
energy interpretation from circuit theory.

Equivalence to a quadratic Lyapunov function in the state-space 
domain thanks to KYP lemma.
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Willems dissipativity theory: the linking concept

Lyapunov functions quantify the internal dissipation. 

The supply rate quantifies the external supply of energy.

Dissipativity theory is a Lyapunov theory for open systems.
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Dissipativity, storage, supply
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Dissipativity, passivity, contractivity

A quadratic supply rate is a quadratic form in u and y.

Two important special cases:

Contractivity: 

Passivity: 
 

w(u, y) =k u k2 � k y k2

w(u, y) = uT y
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Passivity and physics

The importance of passivity stems from its physical 
interpretation:   

supply = power
 

electrical circuits: voltage. current

mechanics: force. velocity

...
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Passivity of an RLC circuit
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Link with the circuit concept of  passivity
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The key interconnection property of passive systems
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Passivity for LTI systems
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Passivity: a LMI characterization
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Absolute stability in the sector (0,+1)

The static nonlinearity is passive : 

If H(s) is passive, then the feedback interconnection is passive.

The Lyapunov function is the internal storage.
 

y�(y) � 0
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Passivity and Lyapunov stability
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Important application: nonlinear PI control

A PI controller is passive for any choice of the proportional and 
integral gain.

Consequence: PI control cannot destabilize a passive system.

Widely appreciated in industrial control.
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Strict passivity and asymptotic stability
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Summary of lecture

Stability analysis of feedback interconnections is a central 
theme of system theory.

The history of absolute stability illustrates the importance of 
linking internal and external concepts.

Dissipativity theory is Lyapunov theory for open systems. 

Passivity and small gain are two fundamental interconnections 
theorems. Passivity has an edge because of its physical 
meaning.
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Lecture 6

Circle criterion and Popov criterion 

Further exploiting the passivity theorem

H(s)-
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The loop transformation idea
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Loop transformations do not change the interconnection but do 
change each of the subsystems.
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The loop transformation idea
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Excess of passivity of a sector nonlinearity

Excess of passivity:

means
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Loop transformation for a sector nonlinearity (↵,�)
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Loop transformation of the LTI system
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Interpretation in the frequency domain

The transformation

maps the RHP to a disk.

Positive realness of        means that   the Nyquist 
plot if        does not intersect the disk. 

Z̃
Z
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Circle criterion: quadratic storage for absolute stability

Compare with the necessary condition: the disk replaced by a 
segment.
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The multiplier idea

Similar idea as the idea of loop transformations: do not change 
the interconnection but do change each of the subsystems.
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Popov multiplier
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Popov criterion: Lure-type storage for absolute stability
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Feedback interconnections  through convex optimization

Characterize the non LTI part with integral quadratic 
constraints, 

                                              §§   (e.g. passivity:                )                  

Express the search of a quadratic storage via LMIs
using KYP lemma.

(Megretski and Rantzer, 1997)

-
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Summary of lecture

The application of the passivity and small gain theorems is 
considerably broadened with the use of loop transformations 
and multipliers.

The circle criterion illustrates loop transformations. Popov 
criterion illustrates the use of multipliers.

There is a general theory that formulates the search of a 
quadratic Lyapunov function as a convex optimization problem 
starting from an IQC characterization of the non LTI part of the 
interconnection.

Studying stability from an interconnection viewpoint is  a 
fundamental component of  system theory.


